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Glen Dee berry is a large fruit, with a creamy,
custard texture, vanilla notes and a perfect
balance of sweetness and acidity. The shelf
life is superb and it maintains a uniform
appearance and firmness, even in storage.

Glen Dee is known for its large, bright, pale
berries and low harvesting costs. It is a spine
free, upright variety which bridges the gap
between mid-season and early autumn fruit. 

Described by one grower as, ‘a grower’s
variety’, Glen Dee is noted as giving a
consistently high yield of large, heavy and
firm fruit which gets the tonnes up quickly.
It comes off the plug easily, does well in
Scottish soils, has good field tolerance to
root rot and requires less input than other
varieties. Picking costs are reported to be
less than other varieties too - up to as
much as 20% by some comparisons. A
much higher percentage of first class fruit
also brings costs down and gives a higher
return.

GLEN DEE BENEFITS
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Sweet raspberry flavour with acid bite and
creamy texture

       Consistently large fruit 

 

Floricane

Excellent shelf life – firm fruit, good integrity
 



Firmness

Fruit Size

Firm with
good

integrity

Consistently
large and fruit

shape is conical

Yield

Plants are consistently
productive compared

with commercial
cultivars at James
Hutton Institute

Outstanding shelf-life
Uniform appearance and

firmness of berries in
storage ensure that Glen

Dee is delivered in optimum
condition

Post-harvest 
shelf life

Sweet raspberry
flavour supported by
independent sensory

testing

Flavour

Mid to late 
season

Seasonality

Bright berries
Fruit Colour

Glen Dee carries the A10
gene, conferring resistance

to most biotypes of the
large raspberry aphid
(Amphorophora idaei)

Pest and
Disease

GLEN DEE OVERVIEW
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Market

Glen Dee is a versatile floricane raspberry variety

It is very well adapted to the processing market where its concentrated ripening, ease of
removal from the plant and fruit quality make it an ideal varietal choice in specific locations

Berries of Glen Dee raspberry can also be harvested and marketed into the fresh sector

Offer

Global Plant Genetics is the exclusive license holder in a range of international territories. 

See last page for details of international sub-licensees

If you are located in other territories, please make contact directly with Global Plant Genetics with
your enquiry

GLEN DEE OVERVIEW



GLEN DEE REVIEW
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“Glen Dee is a grower’s variety. Large, heavy, firm fruits get the tonnes
up quickly! Easy picking and packing with an excellent shelf-life and

sweet raspberry flavour. The whole farm has a spring in their step on
Glen Dee harvest days!”

James Hutton Limited



nesa.momirovic@zelenihit.rs

Serbia
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If you are located in other territories and are interested in the Glen Dee raspberry, please
make contact with us for more information.

LICENCE HOLDERS - PLANT SUPPLY
Glen Dee raspberry plants can be purchased from the following licensees, according to territory:



+44 (0) 1485 210091 
 jamie@globalplantgenetics.com 
www.globalplantgenetics.com 

CONTACT US
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Jamie Petchell

https://twitter.com/globalplantgen
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCx0wkTHJ2KvBAOSshb-Yp3A
https://www.instagram.com/globalplantgenetics/


www.globalplantgenetics.com


